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biora Udechukwu is a member of the
Nsukka group, an artistic network from
the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, where
he studied after anti-Igbo pogroms forced him
to leave the Ahmadu Bello University in Zaria.
An accomplished artist and poet, his work was
shaped by his experiences during the 1967 to
1970 Biafra war. During the war, his focus shifted
from a singular concern for aesthetic forms and
qualities to a blend of social concerns, aesthetic
interests and experimentation that continued
even after the war’s end.1 He is best known for
his integration of uli, an Igbo artistic practice,
into politically charged pen and ink and brush
and ink drawings created during the 1970s and
1980s. In a 1981 article for Nigeria Magazine,
he outlined the similarities between uli and li
(Chinese painting), citing painting theories and
practices common to the artistic practice of Song
literati (wen-jen hua), which he intentionally
incorporated into his own artistic practice.2
Though not stated in his article, Udechukwu also
adapted other aspects of Song literati practice to
his own art, thereby creating art in the mode of a
Song literatus. This paper addresses Udechukwu’s
appropriation of Song literati artistic practices
while situating his art in a greater global context.
Obiora Udechukwu was born in 1946 in the
southern market city of Onitsha. He lived and
studied in this urban setting throughout his
youth, but also maintained ties with family
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in rural Agulu to the east, where he first
encountered uli murals at family compounds
and shrines.3 He received his early education in
colonially administrated Anglophone schools;
unlike most Nigerian artists of his generation,
he had art training in both primary and secondary
school.4 Udechukwu enrolled at Ahmadu Bello
University in Zaria in northern Nigeria in 1965,
where pogroms perpetrated by the northern
Hausa and Fulani against southern Nigerian
immigrants interrupted his studies. Many deaths
occurred in reaction to a federal-level coup that
involved Igbo military officers, among other
reasons.5 In 1966, Udechukwu fled to Igboland
in the south, where he and other Igbo received
little support or sympathy from the Nigerian
government.6 There, he enrolled at the University
of Nigeria, Nsukka, spending his first summer
break in rural Agulu, where he encountered Igbo
village culture, including ephemeral uli body art,
the form that became central to his later artistic
practice.7 Concurrently, civil war broke out in
Nigeria as the south seceded as the independent
Republic of Biafra in 1967. Characterized by
blockades, destruction, human misery and ruined
land, the war was mostly fought in southern
Igboland until Biafra surrendered and the two
countries reunited into a single Nigeria in 1970.8
Early in 1968, Udechukwu was employed as
a civil servant by the Audio Visual Unit of the
Directorate of Propaganda, part of the Biafran
Ministry of Information. Alongside fellow Nsukka
students, he designed posters, magazine layouts,
cartoons, and other art for wartime propaganda
campaigns.9 While working for the government,
he created his own art and joined a poetry group
composed of artists from the Odunke Community.
According to Udechukwu, “Poetry provided a
survival tonic for some of us during the Nigerian
Civil War.”10 He focused on uli wall painting for
his required undergraduate field research at
Nsukka, first writing a 1966 term paper and
then his BA thesis on the subject.11 Despite his
war-interrupted studies, Udechukwu received a
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BA (1972) and an MFA (1977) in painting from
Nsukka; his MFA thesis was also on uli.12 Nsukka
was also where he met the artist Uche Okeke,
whose paintings and drawings Udechukwu
encountered before the war but had not linked
to uli.13 From Uche Okeke, who came to Nsukka
from Zaria in 1970, he learned about Natural
Synthesis, a theory of merging indigenous art
traditions with western traditions to create a
new, modern art form.14 Most scholars credit the
modernist paradigm of Natural Synthesis to the
Zaria Art Society, a group of students from the
Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology,
Zaria who questioned the supremacy of their
Anglo-centric art training during the late 1950s
and early 1960s. Notably, Sylvester Ogbechie has
argued that this modernist paradigm did not
originate in the postcolonial era with the Zaria
Art Society, but decades earlier in the works of
Ben Enwonwu. Enwonwu may have used uli up
to four decades before the members of the Zaria
Art Society incorporated its aesthetics it into
their own theories. His combination of the best
of Igbo culture and European representational
conventions was likely influenced by his
instructor K.C. Murray, who placed extensive value
on the ethnographic study of Nigerian art, which
he believed allowed his students to retain their
cultural identity in the face of outside forces and
educational curricula.15 Regardless of the current
debates centered around the pre- or post-colonial
origins of its theories and aesthetics, Natural
Synthesis appealed to Udechukwu’s interests in
indigenous art and stimulated his explorations
of Igbo uli as he participated in Nsukka’s Uli
Revivalist Movement.
Some Igbo peoples in south-central Nigeria
practice uli, which refers to mural painting,
drawing done on the human body with a
mmanwuli (painting knife), and the plantderived liquid used to make the drawing on
skin.16 Elizabeth Willis’ research points to
the antiquity of uli’s linear forms, such as the
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agwolagwo (concentric coil), visible on Igbo-Ukwo
bronzes and poetry dating to the ninth and tenth
centuries CE, while Sarah Margaret Adam’s 2002
dissertation recounts both historical and recent
practice.17 While uli painting’s exact origins are
unknown, the first references to uli body painting
appeared in the literature in the eighteenth
century; the lack of long-term scholarly research
means that it is still unclear if uli body and wall
painting evolved simultaneously.18 Women are
considered the appropriate uli artists because
of their relationship with Ala, the pan-Igbo
earth goddess who governs creation, creativity
and beauty, all traits that women are specially
endowed with.19 Only Igbo girls and women
practice uli, painting their skin with intricate
semi-permanent drawings for both social
events and rites of passages; rare accounts of
men wearing uli record the painting of vertical
uli stripes on young men, including village
wrestlers (Fig. 1).20 Earth pigments are used to
create identical or stylistically similar designs
on public shrine and housing compound walls,
which are distinguished from uli painted on the
human body by the incorporation of animal and
human figurative motifs painted on architectural
surfaces.21 Igbo uli paintings are composed of
separate but unified areas of action that form a
coherent unit on the surface of a long wall. Unlike
Chinese handscrolls created in intimate settings
for mostly private consumption, uli wall paintings
are visible to the public, frequently commented on
or judged aesthetically by passerby.22 Both
skin and wall paintings are semi-permanent
artistic works executed by women, though men
can commission wall paintings, as Udechukwu
did to obtain a detailed specimen to study for
his BA thesis.23
At first glance, uli painting appears decoratively
abstract—while its decorative factor is highly
valued, especially by the artists themselves, uli is
also valued for its power to express moral values
and a multi-leveled reality.24 Uli paintings are
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stylized representations of ritual or everyday
objects, but are themselves imbued with symbolic
meaning; for example, an image of a kola nut both
depicts an object used in divination rites and
functions as a symbol of luck.25 Udechukwu also
studied nsibidi, which he incorporated into his
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some of his drawings along with uli. Nsibidi is the
pictographic script linked to the Ekpe institution
of the Efik and the Northeastern Igbo, which
appears as decorative patterns to the uninitiated
and as patterned layers of proverbial meanings
to the initiated. Combing nsibidi and uli—both
ideogrammatic, calligraphic scripts—in his work,
Udechukwu created a visual language that not
only imbued his art with historical significance,
but also allowed it to function as a vehicle for
social criticism and satire through the embedded
symbolism of the traditional forms.26

Udechukwu’s post-war production was
characterized by a nearly two-decade period
of black and white ink drawings that utilized
three underlying principles of uli: designs placed
strategically to obtain a balance of positive and
negative space; a reduced number of elements
and shapes; and spontaneity and directness of
lines.27 Unlike other African artists who primarily
explored relationships between indigenous
African and Western artistic traditions,
Udechukwu extended Natural Synthesis by
incorporating Chinese influences into his work.
In 1976, he traveled abroad, viewing Chinese art
at the British Museum in London, the Walker Art
Gallery in Minneapolis and the Art Institute in
Chicago.28 During this trip he noted the shared
characteristics of Nigerian uli and Chinese li:
balancing of positive and negative space; drawing
from nature; spontaneity; and artists who were
also poets.29 Inspired by this visit and his studies
of Chinese art at Nsukka, Udechukwu wrote the
article “‘Uli’ and ‘Li:’ Aspects of Igbo and Chinese
Drawing and Painting” in a 1981 issue of Nigeria
Magazine, analyzing the connections he found.

Fig. 1 Cole, Herbert. Young Igbo Woman Being Painted with
Uli, ca. 1986. University of California, Santa Barbara
Photo: Courtesy of Herbert Cole.

In his article, Udechukwu directly addressed
aspects of Chinese painting that he admired and
integrated into his own artistic practice. Drawing
from his overseas experiences viewing Chinese
art, the catalogue for the 1961 UNESCO exhibition
Two Thousand Years of Chinese Painting, and
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Mai-Mai Sze’s 1963 edition of The Tao of Painting:
A Study of the Ritual Disposition of Chinese
Painting (With a translation of the Chieh Tzu Yuan
Hua Chuan or Mustard Seed Garden Manual of
Painting 1679–1701), he defined his interest in
Chinese painting, and its relationship to Nigerian
uli, in terms of several ideas: Tao; li; ch’i; painting
as a reflection of the inner character of the
painter; the association of poetry and calligraphy
with painting; linearity; use of positive and
negative space; and the literati’s role as artist.30
While he did not explicitly state that his interest
lay exclusively in Song dynasty literati art, nor did
he exclusively illustrate his article with literati
paintings, the list of terms he considered are
characteristic of Song literati painting.

Udechukwu defined terms and analyzed how they
related to indigenous uli practices using Sze’s
text as his primary guide. He defined the tao of
painting as understanding painting not only as a
manual or intellectual activity, but also as a way of
finding harmony and peace in life.31 Tao roughly
translates to “the way,” alluding to a pathway
through the natural processes of creation and
depletion, a generative process that can be related
to the creative act of art making, much like the
related Confucian concept of li.32 According to
Udechukwu, the Chinese speak about the li of
things in painting, which can be accomplished
in poetry by using few words to conjure vivid
imagery.33 For him, li is the essence of things,
or, to use David Hinton’s translation, the “inner
pattern” of things that “. . . is something akin to
what we call natural law. . . Li therefore weaves
absence and presence into a single boundless
tissue.”34 Like painting, li is a transformative
creative act akin to natural creation, which,
according to Fung Yu-Ian, follows the “principle”
or “natural order” that is li.35 The Song literati
considered li an elemental pattern that could
be made evident in paintings, allowing them
to express their inner character; works in ink
monochrome (pai-miao, plain-ink style) became
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wildly popular for their perceived ability to
express li through reduced, essentialized forms.36
The incorporation of character in art—especially
nobility of character—was first connected to
painting as early as the late eighth century CE by
Chang Yen-yüan and later adopted by Song literati
theorists who insisted upon a direct relationship
between the character of a painting and that of
its maker.37 While this connection is direct, it is
not always explicit; in fact, the implicit is more
profound than the explicit, since according to
James Cahill, “The expression of what is either too
subtle or too strong for direct verbal statement is
one of the functions of art within the Confucian
system.”38 Udechukwu also cites the influence
of ch’i, as discussed in the Mustard Seed Garden
Manual’s preface: “There is an old saying that
those who are skilled in painting will live long
because life created through the sweep of the
brush can strengthen life itself, both being of the
Ch’I.”39 Ch’i, a vital cosmic life force or energy
would have appealed to Udechukwu because of
its similarity to the qualities of the goddess Ala,
a cosmic force of creativity that female uli
painters possessed.40 Chinese ch’i also holds much
in common with the Igbo chi, a concept with both
impersonal and personal aspects that roughly
translates to a life-animating essence, or to the
god, spirit, or spiritual essence that each human
is endowed with.41 Like its Chinese relative,
Igbo chi is linked to both humans and to objects,
most commonly the chi-related wooden figural
shrines called ikenga, which serve as a visual
manifestation of an individual’s accomplishment
and ambition. As in Chinese painting, there is an
implicit connection between character and object
in the ikenga, though it is the character of the
owner and not its maker that is reflected in the
iconography as well as the amount of time, size,
detail, and skill evident in the sculpture’s form.42
While Chinese philosophical theories like li and
ch’i fascinated Udechukwu, and show certain
parallels with Igbo aesthetics, art and calligraphic
theories also interested him.
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One of the most significant correlations between
Chinese painting and Igbo uli is the association of
Chinese drawing and painting with calligraphy.
Both Chinese writers and painters used hair
brushes from an early stage, leading to the
development of calligraphy as a utilitarian
mode of communication and as an art form that
required immense technical training applicable
to painting.43 As John Hay indicates, calligraphy
exists “. . .within a semiotic structure, a view that
projects geometrical abstraction into conceptual
relationships.”44 By the Six Dynasties period
(220–586 CE), calligraphy communicated the
ineffable by functioning in the same symbolic way
that Wang Wei said painting did.45 As the dynasty
progressed, painting and calligraphy became
essentially one, allowing literati amateur artists
like Mi Fu and Mi Yu-jen to communicate their
inner being through works created accorded to
Confucian principles such as li.46 According to
Udechukwu,
. . . the Chinese calligrapher/painter, in addition
to practising the difficult art of writing with the
brush, spent several years studying nature and
the ideal way of representing in symbolic form
the oneness of man and nature as well as the
overwhelming presence of vis-a-vis man. Art
was very much a part of Chinese religio-ritual
disposition.47

Both Chinese calligraphy structures and the
forms in Igbo uli paintings function semiotically.48
Uli designs incorporate calligraphic forms that
may link them to a past writing form: the word
Ide (“to write”) is part of the term ide uli (“to
draw with uli”) as well as the term ide ife (“to
write something”) and the term ide akwukwo
(“to write on paper”), a semantic relationship
that may belie uli’s derivation from calligraphy,
just as Song literati painting took its stylistic
influences from the calligraphic form of writing.49
Chinese painting and Nigerian uli utilize similar
spatial theories, as well as similar lines and forms
to fill spaces.
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Chinese painter-calligraphers and Igbo
muralists organize compositional structure
around an equal valuation of positive and
negative space.50 Uli shows a concern for space
through a sparing use of motifs placed in large
unfilled spaces where the positive spaces are
equally as important as the negative spaces.51
Calligraphy requires ambient space, and is always
associated with non-flat surfaces like the skin
or walls on which uli is painted.52 While areas of
negative space in a Chinese painting may appear
empty, the areas actively express the inner
pattern (li) articulated in the relationship
between the positive and negative.53 In his
Nigeria Magazine article, Udechukwu wrote
that some of the best Chinese paintings use
few elements, leaving blank spaces as areas of
rest to create a serene, harmonious impression,
including illustrations of Ma Yuan’s 1195 Angler
on a Wintry Lake (Fig. 2) and Ma Fen’s early
twelfth century Hundred Geese as examples.54
Just as Chinese painters manipulated space to
express li, Udechukwu explained that the essence
of uli painters employ the “. . . manipulation
of space through design to create a beautiful
spectacle.”55 As Chike Aniakor notes, much of
the beauty of these motifs and their placement
relates to their origins in the environment,
reflecting their reference to the Igbo village
and cosmos in their entirety.56 Brushwork
is a related point of comparison between uli
and Chinese painting and calligraphy, which
Udechukwu indicates takes both a sense of
confidence and spontaneity to create: “The
brush “dance[s]” and the ink “sing[s].”57 Both the
Nigerian and Chinese arts require a deft, expert
touch necessitating immense concentration
and years of practice, as neither permit erasing
or the cleaning of mistakes.58 Mo hsi (ink
play) was the term literati used to describe
their spontaneous, impressionistic painting,
emphasizing its amateurish and unstudied
nature as seen in Wen T’ung’s eleventh century
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Fig. 2 Attributed to Ma Yuan, Angler on a Wintry Lake,
ca. 1195, painting, 26.7 x 50.6 in (67 x 128.5 cm), Tokyo
National Museum, Tokyo, TA140.

Fig. 3 Udechukwu, Obiora, A Great Battle is Raging, 1998,
Ink, wash and pencil on paper, dimensions unknown.
Image: Courtesy of the artist.

Fig. 4 Udechukwu, Obiora, Exile Train, 1981?, brush
and ink on sketchbook page. Image: Courtesy of the artist.
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ink on silk painting of bamboo.59 The modulated,
spontaneous brushstrokes of mo hsi are also seen
in Udechukwu’s works A Great Battle is Raging
(Fig. 3) and Exile Train (Fig. 4), where the artist
used bold strokes to evoke not only the form of
his subject, but an emotional rawness mimicked
by the uninhibitedness of the lines. While
mo hsi’s positive forms are important to the
overall composition of both Udechukwu’s and
T’ung’s pieces, each image’s negative space is
equally valuable.

Linearity constitutes the strongest bond
between uli, Udechukwu’s use of Ulism and
Chinese painting.60 The same artists who create
uli drawings (calligraphy) create uli paintings,
employing a rhythmic linearity reinforced in
painting by igba ona, a “hemming” or outlining of
design motifs.61 Uli’s incorporation of rhythmic
linear sensibility juxtaposed with swirls reflects a
major aesthetic and conceptual dualism crucial to
the understanding of Igbo art: time is conceived
in both the linear, chronological sense as well
as the cyclical, rhythmic sense.62 According
to Udechukwu, “This addiction to line is to be
noticed also in Chinese art where in a painting,
the outline drawing remains visible.”63 The
“outline drawing” he admired is pai-miao, a style
popular among the Song literati at least partly
for its exploitation of their calligraphic training.64
The uli line is a form of abstraction that requires
the viewer to take an active role in understanding
what is being portrayed.65 Similarly, pai-miao
functions heuristically, allowing the painting’s
calligraphy-like brushstrokes to evoke the
creative process, forcing the viewer to slow down
and reflect upon the piece’s subtly encoded
meanings.66 Just as pai-miao evokes process, the
sinuous, lively forms and cyclical renewal of uli
patterns on skin or walls evoke the act of creation
rather than a static final product, a valuation of
motion that epitomizes Igbo aesthetic values.67
For literati, pai-miao’s simplified brushstrokes
appealed to their interest in li’s inner pattern
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and the cultivation of the mind. As Richard Kent
remarked, “Such painting not only allowed the
subject’s essential pattern to be revealed, it
permitted the mind of the brush holder to mirror
the very perception of that pattern, which in
turn the viewer who possessed the requisite
prepared mind was to receive.”68 Closely linked to
calligraphy, pai-miao illustrated poetry, as seen
in Qiao Zhongchang’s Illustration to the Second
Prose Poem on the Red Cliff, which illustrates
Su Shih’s poem “Latter Prose Poem on the Red
Cliff.” Without the benefit of color or ink washes,
the handscroll illustrates Su Shih’s poem in a
way that creates a sense of narrative without
exactly reproducing the poem’s factual details,
using pai-miao to dissolve the calligraphic form
and distribute it across the page in a depiction
that is faithful in spirit, its thick and thin linear
forms carefully molding figures and landscape
elements.69 Udechukwu also employs a striking
pai-miao style that uses deconstructed uli forms
in the ca. 1970s ink sketch Refugee, where a
woman’s spiky hair contrasts with the minimal
curvilinear lines that constitute her body and
wrapper (Fig. 5). The bond between calligraphy
and visual art is crucial for both Song literati
painting and Igbo uli art because of calligraphy’s
ability to transmit messages beyond the
structure of the calligraphic form itself.
As Simon Ottenberg wrote,

Language and language-like forms are crucial to
Udechukwu’s art and life. It is as if he is searching,
through image and word, to relocate himself,
his culture, and his country in creative ways by
drawing together past skills from the visual and
literary worlds.70

It is the literary world—specifically poetry—that
Udechukwu cites as another link between the
worlds of uli and ‘li.’

Traditional criticism of Chinese painting
historically enunciated the bond between poetry
and painting, but it was not until the eleventh
century that a significant joining between the two
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Fig. 5 Udechukwu, Obiora, Refugee, 1970, pen and ink on
sketchbook paper. Image: Courtesy of the artist.

occurred in China.71 The growing importance of
the poetry-painting link paralleled thematic and
stylistic shifts that occurred in the Song dynasty,
including the rise of landscape painting and the
idea the verisimilitude was not necessarily a
facet only of painterly realism.72 Emphasizing
the convertibility of painting and poetry, Su
Shih wrote that when “savoring Wang Wei’s
poems, one finds paintings in them.”73 With their
synesthetic relationship, poetry and painting
allowed literati to craft vehicles for expression
in the Confucian sense of expressing li through
creation, an emotional expression implicitly
coded within the lines and brushstrokes of
their works.74
Udechukwu acknowledged the connection
between Chinese painting and poetry, noting
in a 1980 interview that he liked those Chinese
painters were also poets.75 In his Nigeria
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Magazine article, he cited Kuo Hi’s eleventh
century Lin ts’iuan Rao che essay on painting,
which says that poetry functions as a disembodied
picture, and painting as embodied poetry.76
To use Richard Edwards’s phrase, Udechukwu
was enamored of the concept of the “idea-image
of poetry,” which he related to the oral poetry he
heard in Agulu.77 The literary and visual elements
of the spoken or sung poems of indigenous poets
and minstrels such as Christopher Okigbo and
Chief Akunwafor Ezigbo Obiligbo—oral histories,
epics, dirges, and social satires—appealed to
Udechukwu, who incorporated them in his ulibased works to convey political and social satire,
an element absent from women’s uli paintings and
body drawings.78 While the ulist mentioned Liang
K’ai’s painting of The Poet in his text to exemplify
the Chinese use of positive and negative space, he
missed the opportunity to acknowledge the aural
component of Chinese poetry by using the correct
title of the piece, Li Po Walking and Chanting
a Poem (Fig. 6). The painting is an imagined
portrait of Li Po rendered with an economy of
variously sized brushstrokes; his chin lifted, the
robed man appears to move forward, the free
movements of the artist’s brush evoking a flowing
cloth set into motion by the human body. The
image of Li Po aurally engaging with poetry finds
a partner in form and content in Udechukwu’s
1989 drawing Song of Sorrow (Fig. 7), a portrait
of a bearded Hausa or Fulani minstrel or malam
(cleric or priest) from northern Nigeria.79 Like
Li Po, the minstrel and his goje (a kind of singlestringed fiddle)—both evocative of Udechukwu’s
global sampling of forms and concepts—are
delineated with minimalistic strokes suggestive
of a form rather than a fully naturalistic depiction.
For Udechukwu, both the human body and poetry
are containers for history and knowledge, here
represented by undulating brushstrokes and uli
symbols. Obiora Udechukwu appreciated the
Chinese painters’ poetic sensibilities, which he
saw reflected in his own poetic and painterly
aesthetics. While he forthrightly acknowledged
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Fig. 7 Udechukwu, Obiora, Song of Sorrow, 1989,
ink on paper. Image: Courtesy of the artist.

this bond, the content of both his poems and
the poems of the literati—often expressions of
dissent and exile—constituted a further, less
explicitly acknowledged bond discussed at length
later. For Song literati poets, poetry was a form of
social involvement where they could express their
thoughts about life, their government and their
social milieu, much as Udechukwu did in his
post-Biafran war poetry.80

Fig. 6 Liang Kai, Li Po (Li Bo) Walking and Chanting a
Poem, 12th or 13th century, painting, 12 x 31 in (30.5 x 78
cm), Tokyo National Museum, Tokyo, TA-164. Image: The
John C. and Susan L. Huntington Archive of Buddhist and
Related Art, The Ohio State University.

Obiora Udechukwu’s article “‘Uli’ and ‘Li’: Igbo
and Chinese Drawing and Paintings” asserts his
strong interest in Chinese painting, particularly
that of the Song literati, whose works blended
poetry, painting and calligraphy in order to
express the inner nature of the artist. He confirms
that despite the influence of li (Chinese painting)
and the feelings of solidarity with foreign artists
it endowed upon him, Igbo uli remains his main
frame of artistic reference.81 In conclusion,
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he writes:

In spite of the brevity of this study, certain
similarities between Igbo and Chinese drawing
and painting should be quite clear. They are both
derived from nature, though at different removes
from it, and seek to capture the essence of things.
Space for both traditions is a paramount element
in picture making but above all, the rhythm
and movement created by line seems to be the
central quality that characterizes them. All told,
the similarities in form and concept far outweigh
the differences between these two exciting art
cultures, one adequately documented, and the
other transient and with no written history
behind it.82

While his article directly addressed many
aspects of Chinese painting’s influence on his
artistic theory, his work and artistic practice also
reflected other less explicitly discussed technical
and theoretical practices of Song literati.

Udechukwu’s artwork is marked by the strong
influence of uli, an antiquarian interest that
belies another connection to the art of the Song
literati, who also looked to their predecessors
for artistic inspiration. During the Northern
Song dynasty (960–1127), the study of ancient
artifacts and inscriptions became an important
part of intellectual life.83 This rise in antiquarian
studies is attributed to Confucian ritualists’
desire to locate proper models for vessels for
imperial court ceremonies, an interest group that
expanded to include the literati, most of whom
were either active or retired civil servants.84
According to James Cahill, Song literati works
are identifiable by the
Marked distortions of form appear in their
pictures: sometimes in an archaistic spirit,
referring by touches of naïveté and awkwardness
to the styles of archaic periods, before certain
problems of representation had been solved;
sometimes according to the whim of the moment,
making an impression of pure arbitrariness.85

Li Gonglin (ca. 1042–1106) gained his reputation
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as painter, poet and antiquarian who owned an
impressive collection of bronzes and jades; his
opinions on antiquities influenced the study of
early Chinese art.86 Though none of his works
remain, he was known to imitate the T’ang
masters, an archaic element in his pai-miao style
Song paintings supposedly based on Wu Tao-tzu’s
figure painting.87 The literati antiquarian and
collector Mi Fu (1052–1109) also took inspiration
from the T’ang, in this case using a painting style
like that of the T’ang period “ink–splashers,”
including Wang Mo and Tung Yüan.88 In his
article, Udechukwu quotes at length from Hsieh
Ho’s Record of Classification of Painters of Ancient
Times (Gu hua pin lu) in an effort to explain
how the Chinese classified their painters into a
hierarchy.89
The Six Canons (Lu Fa) according to Hsieh Ho are:
1. Circulation of the Ch’i (Breath, Spirit, Vital force
of Heaven) produces movement of life.
2. Brush creates structure.
3. According to the object drawn its forms.
4. According to the nature of the object
apply colour.
5. Organize composition with the elements in
their proper places.
6. In copying, seek to pass on the essence of the
master’s brush and methods.90

Surprisingly, Udechukwu does not mention the
sixth element—copying—in terms of Ulism,
a contemporary Nigerian antiquarianism.
Udechukwu’s initial interest in uli and his
later academic research into the subject were
born partly out of the University of Nigeria,
Nsukka’s policies. During the 1970s and 1980s,
practitioners of Natural Synthesis theory
encouraged the university’s diverse body of
students and faculty to conduct fieldwork studies
on traditional art forms, allowing uli painting
and other forms to be “rediscovered” by a
new generation.91 The preponderance of Igbo
students and professors resulted in a focus on
indigenous Igbo traditions, which took the form
of a nationalist endeavor during the Biafran war,
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and as a confirmation of ethnic identity following
reunification.92 Uli body and wall painting have
not completely disappeared, but are dying out
because of the modernization, secularization and
westernization of rites of passage and festivals.93
The appropriation of uli—a female art form—
by both male and female ulist artists at Nsukka
and other universities has reinvigorated interest
and research into the topic, though the cult of
personality around the male contemporary artists
who adopted it has unintentionally reinforced the
anonymity of traditional female uli artists.94 As
Udechukwu noted in his Nigeria Magazine article,
scholars can trace the history of Chinese paintings
through extant paintings and their copies, which
are all physical materials, whereas ephemeral
Igbo uli drawing and painting are repainted yearly
on walls or on the skin after old designs have
faded away. Despite major historical literature
on uli and the lack of permanent examples,
Udechukwu believes that even if a whole history
cannot be recalled, a “coherent aesthetic system”
can be determined and used to understand
how contemporary works relate to tradition
and antiquity.95 The Igbo valuation of process
over product—which allows each generation to
interpret the visual culture of its predecessors—
encourages Udechukwu in this research, which,
while inspired by the past, pushes his artwork
forward.96
During the mid-1970s, Udechukwu refined
Uche Okeke’s strategies of modernizing uli by
concentrating on linearity, pictorial rhythm and
spatial organization, incorporating these aspects
into his work until the early 1990s.97 Augmenting
Ulism with his knowledge of Song literati painting
ideals and techniques, Udechukwu extended
the definition of Natural Synthesis to include
non-Western art as a resource for contemporary
African artistic practices, referencing Song
literati art while mimicking its makers’ artistic
practice by looking at the pieces that inspired
and influenced their works. In discussing Song
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painting, the art historian Wai-kam Ho said that
painting should be naturalist and “endowed
with lofty concepts and archaic flavors” (kao-i
ku-wei).98 In pursuit of discovering these
“archaic flavors,” Udechukwu looked at both the
traditional practices of his own people and the
pieces that inspired the Song artists he admired.
Admonitions of the Instructress to the Palace
Ladies is a Six Dynasties period painting by
Gu Kaizhi that Udechukwu cited in his Nigeria
Magazine article as an example of a painting that
used few elements to accentuate negative space
and create a sense of compositional harmony.99
What Udechukwu did not note is that the Song
literati admired this piece as an example of
antiquarian subject matter and brushwork styles.
Illustrating a political parody written by Zhang
Hua, the handscroll first appears to be a general
guide for feminine conduct for court ladies, but
is actually a hidden moralizing tome directed at
a specific empress known for her extravagance
and moral transgressions. The painting’s linear
style and concealed political message appealed
to Song literati painters, who considered it
an example of past painting on which to base
their own. Emulating both the artistic output
and antiquarian practices of the Song literati,
Udechukwu too drew influence from the
Admonitions scroll’s form and embedded content.
As public collections of artwork were not existent
during the Song dynasty, the ability to draw from
antiquity was limited to those privileged and
educated enough to read about or view art, a
privileged circle that included the literati.
While Udechukwu noted that Chinese painters
were intellectuals (i.e., literati), he did not
correlate his own literati status to theirs.100
Like the literati painters, Udechukwu was a civil
servant and part of an elite circle of universitytrained friends, peers and colleagues; unlike
the literati, Udechukwu is not an amateur artist.
Song literati painted as a pastime to present
thoughts and character through the medium of
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painting; though the literati gave paintings to
friends, they refused to take money for them,
unlike Udechukwu, who is a professional artist
with gallery representation and a university
professorship.101 Though Udechukwu is a
professional artist, he is still comparable to the
Song literati because of his status as a member
of the highly-trained university elite who were
privy to both the Western modernist and Nigerian
traditionalist messages that his work conveyed,
ideas not always accessible to the main Nigerian
populace. While the messages encoded in the
symbolism of uli may be accessible to some of the
general population, the information gained by
in-depth study at universities including Nsukka
allowed Udechukwu’s circle of literati friends
to interpret these images not only in terms of
Igbo culture, but also within the idea of Natural
Synthesis, where traditional African aesthetics
met Western aesthetic ideas. Uli paintings
are complex, often including images whose
immediate connections to one another can’t
be understood. Elizabeth Willis argues that in
uli paintings,
“. . . different levels of reality are being
represented, and that the meanings of individual
motifs are not designed to constitute a single
theme. One should also explore the relationships,
associations, and resonances that an image may
evoke in the context of the whole composition.102

Thusly, the meaning of uli painting—whether
traditional or contemporary—depends on
context, the viewer, and the wearer. The messages
embedded in Udechukwu’s art are not just
available for immediate consumption, but are
instead present in codes and ciphers accessible
to verbally savvy Igbo spectators, just as the Song
literati understood the significance of certain
encoded ideas and symbols, particularly those
alluding to dissent.103 Igbo proverbs, numbering
in the thousands, have both literal and figurative
elements; to master them is to obtain an ideal
command of speech.104 Much like the painting of
uli on walls invites public critique of the designs
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and forms, the “performance” of proverbs is
subjected to oral criticism of one’s choice and
employment of proverbs, with simple speech
derided as that of children. The criticism is
predicated upon the audience’s knowledge of this
complex indigenous system, which reflects their
local education and knowledge of local values.105

During the Song Dynasty, literati employed
metaphors and indirection to encode their poetry
and paintings with messages that privileged
sophisticated viewers, usually other literati, who
could understand the messages of dissent only
because of their own knowledge of related poetry
and paintings.106 Members used this circle of
privilege advantageously to express dissenting
political views that could not be directly aired
in public.107 Staring in the mid-1070s, criticizing
the court could lead to banishment or charges
of treason; by the late 1070s and early 1080s,
prominent officials were frequently punished
for resisting government reforms.108 Harsh
governmental reactions to public displays of
dissent forced the literati to create poems and
painted allusions to poetry to silently lodge their
complaints. The literatus Su Shih expressed
his objections to politician and reformer Wang
Anshi’s New Policies with informal poetry
written in the 1070s. When his poetry became
widely disseminated he was arrested on charges
of “denouncing the imperial chariot” and
demonstrating “great irreverence” (da bujing)
toward the emperor, and later sentenced to
exile.109 While in exile, Su Shih often wrote on the
theme of his fate in poems such as Exiled, we move
to overlook pavilion. The poem describes heavenly
liberation from society’s burdens in a picturesque
mountain setting, a coded allusion to his dismay
at being sent with his family to a remote location
where he is plagued by feelings of smallness and
Sisyphean labor.110
While there are no extant paintings by Su
Shih, other examples of Song literati painting
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exemplify paintings encoding the dissent
expressed in poetry. An exact correspondence
between a poem and a painting is rare, but does
sometimes occur.111 The Eight Views of XiaoXiang
is one of the foremost examples of a painted
representation of a complaint poem theme.112
During the Song Dynasty, the literatus Song Di
(ca. 1067–1080) created the painting to evoke
XiaoXiang, a disease-ridden and geographically
treacherous region considered the worst place
of exile. Depictions of XiaoXiang were not simply
landscape paintings, but allusions to unjust exile
and the despair felt by those who forced to live in
that desolate region. Song Di’s original painting
no longer exists, but artists who also desired to
express dissent through allusions to XiaoXiang’s
terrain made many copies of it. The section Wild
Geese Descending to Sandbar (Fig. 8) in Wang
Hong’s Song Dynasty version alludes to Qu Yuan,
a Chinese scholar-official from the Warring States
period who drowned himself in the XiaoXiang’s
sandy rivers to protest the corruption he saw in
the government, which had sentenced him to an
exile he believed was unfair.113
Like the Chinese literati before him, Udechukwu
sometimes illustrated his own poetry to express
his thoughts of dissent, but more commonly,
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expressed his thoughts by illustrating the verses
of others, including those of Nigerian poet
Christopher Okigbo, whose military service
for Biafra proved divisive among Nigerian
intellectuals.114 Close associations between
the form and content of poetry and painting,
especially their lyricality and complexity,
contribute to the synesthetic relationship
between Udechukwu’s poetry and art. During
Udechukwu’s 1968 to 1970 tenure in the Biafran
Directorate of Propaganda, Igbos from all
parts of Igboland entered Biafra, increasing his
contact with the diversity of village culture while
reinforcing his interest in traditional, everyday
life. The majority of traditional Igbo material
culture was destroyed or exported during the war,
leaving Udechukwu and others to both revive and
reinvent tradition in the new cosmopolitanism
of a reunited Nigeria.115 This increased contact
and growing awareness of the government’s
flaws inspired the inclusion of social messages
and themes in his in art and poetry, which were
marked by concerns about corruption, abuses
by military leaders, lack of basic amenities, and
the extreme poverty of the common people. As
Simon Ottenberg commented, “Ironically, he did
so while employing visually enjoyable traditional
Igbo motifs and styles. The result was powerful

Fig. 8 Hong, Wang, active ca. 1131–ca. 1161, Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang Rivers (section 1, Wild Geese Descending to
Sandbar), ca. 1150, pair of handscrolls; ink and light colors on silk, painting, (each section, average): (9 3/16 x 35 11/16 in.)
23.4 x 90.7 cm.; Frontispiece (a): (9 5/16 x 34 7/16 in (23.6 x 87.5 cm.); Mount: 9 13/16 in. (h. 25 cm.), Princeton University
Art Museum, Edward L. Elliott Family Collection, Princeton, NJ, Museum purchase, Fowler McCormick, Class of 1921, Fund.
y1984‑14 a‑b. Image: Courtesy of Princeton University Art Museum. Photo: Bruce M. White.
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social commentary on current Nigerian life.”116
Udechukwu’s poetry is more influenced by the
social and political issues of Nigeria, and less so
by the English poetry he read during his youth,
which he addresses in satiric or bitter terms.117
His poetry was compiled in the illustrated volume
What the Madman Said, where Udechukwu
posited himself as a poet and as a madman who
can speak out against problems in Nigerian
society and politics in ways a normal person
cannot.118 The satirical illustrations relate loosely
to the poems (with some made after the poems
were written) utilizing Udechukwu’s signature
uli and nsibidi motifs to create reduced, linear
compositions about refugees, the unknown and
exile.119 The poem “We Were Once Poor But
Wealthy” addresses the hypocrisy and corruption
of the Oil Boom era.
IF THE RAIN catches you in Ikate
If the rain catches you in Aguda
I say
If the rain catches you in Lagos
Roll up your trousers
Get ready to swim
We were once poor but wealthy
We are now rich but poor

The poem addresses the hardships endured in
Nigerian cities, themes he also explored in the
drawing No Water drawing; as in many of his
pieces, this apparently direct reference alludes
to a greater issue. No Water (Fig. 9), from an
eponymous 1981 exhibition held at Nsukka
and Lagos, addresses the ironic lack of water
in a country made wealthy by the oil boom. An
informed reading reveals that the lack of water
also functions as a metaphor for poverty, the
uneven distribution of wealth, and the suffering
of the poor.121 A second illustration, Road to Abuja
(Fig. 10), is initially an image of the poor and
affluent alike moving towards Abuja, Nigeria’s
new planned capital. A closer examination of the
figures shows that the rich carry briefcases, an
accessory that—if viewed by those “literati” who
understood its symbolism—reveals Udechukwu’s
criticism of the country’s rampant corruption and
prevalent bribery, which often came in the form
of money-stuffed briefcases.122 This allusion to
corruption is reminiscent of Su Shih’s quatrain
about snails climbing up a wall:

If thirst catches you in Uwani
If thirst catches you in Ogui
I say
If thirst catches you in Enugu
There are many gutters for free
Police will not arrest you
We were once poor but rich
We are now rich but poor

If hunger arrests you in GRA
If hunger arrests you in Ugwu ndi Ocha
I say
If hunger grips you in Unibasity
Dustbins overflow like the Niger
And Sanitary will not arrest you
We were once poor but rich
We are now rich but poor120
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Fig. 9 Udechukwu, Obiora, No Water, 1980, pen and
ink. Image: Courtesy of the artist.
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through poetry and painting, Obiora Udechukwu
experienced repercussions from the government
for his creations, despite his and other artists’
use of symbolism and indirect reference to avoid
government repression. In 1997, Udechukwu was
falsely imprisoned for fourteen days in an Nsukka
prison on ambiguous charges, a term followed
by institutional victimization at the University
of Nigeria, Nsukka, where he was a professor.124
He was forced into exile in the United States,
where he is now an art professor at St. Lawrence
University. As an exile—and an Igbo minority
within Nigeria—Udechukwu expressed some of
the same feelings of dissent and expatriation that
many of the Chinese literati articulated through
their allusion-filled paintings and poems.

Fig. 10 Udechukwu, Obiora. Road to Abuja, 1982, pen
and ink on paper, (38.7 x 28.5 cm), National Museum of
African Art, Washington, DC, bequest of Bernice M. Kelly,
98-20-7. Image: Courtesy of the artist.

Rancid saliva inadequate to fill a shell
Barely enough to quench its own thirst,
Climbing high, he knows not how to turn back,
and ends up stuck on the wall—shriveled123

Su Shih intended the snail to wittily represent the
greedy, overly ambitious official Wang Anshi and
his much-hated New Policies; popular poems like
this eventually led to Su Shih’s exile. While it is
unknown if Udechukwu knew of Su Shih’s poem
of snail as dissent, and of later illustrations that
took up this anti-corruption theme disguised
as nature illustrations (such as Jianbaixi’s 1330
Eight Insect Themes, now at the Palace Museum),
he certainly would have appreciated its couched
anti-corruption sentiments. Like Su Shih and
other Song literati who expressed their dissent

Guided by Natural Synthesis’ tenets, Obiora
Udechukwu incorporated historical African and
Chinese influences into his works, directly and
indirectly molding his artistic practice to emulate
that of the Song literati while creating socially
aware contemporary African art. His work is
part of the mid-twentieth century movements
generated in the Nigerian university system, but
its forms and content can also be understood
within international contexts. During the postWWII era, brush techniques and philosophic
interests reflected the Asian cultures’ pervasive
influence on American art.125 Unlike Udechukwu,
the American artists who incorporated Asian
influences were not forthright about the sources
of their inspiration, and some—led by art critic
Clement Greenberg—flatly denied Asia’s influence
on Abstract Expressionism. While Chinese
aesthetic and theoretical practices enhanced
modern art practices, they were incorporated
haphazardly, and without the same level of
research or understanding that Udechukwu
undertook before incorporating Chinese
influences into his work. Because of this shallow
comprehension, artists such as Franz Kline and
Robert Motherwell misinterpreted or even flatly
ignored the nuances and semiotic meanings of
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calligraphy and other “Asian sources.” Contrary
to the Chinese understanding that a calligraphic
form embodies meaning in its structure, the
American art historian William Seitz declared
that the calligraphic brushstroke represented
“nothing beyond itself.”126 While both Udechukwu
and some American artists used Asian influences
to innovate in their own progressive art practices,
why did only Udechukwu fully delve into the study
and understanding of his sources? The Abstract
Expressionists fiercely defined their movement
as American, radiating near-independently from
New York City’s avant-garde milieu.127 Unlike the
Abstract Expressionists—who were dedicated
to the idea of the individual artistic genius
and their movement’s solidity—Udechukwu’s
artistic training occurred in a university system
that acknowledged links between tradition and
contemporary artistic production. The Natural
Synthesis theory encouraged art historical inquiry
while emphasizing this research’s critical insight
into contemporary art making. As a practitioner
of Natural Synthesis, it would have been out of
character for Udechukwu to deny his sources
—Chinese, African or contemporary—
a theoretical guiding force not followed by
the Abstract Expressionists.

Udechukwu is part of a global network of artists
who employ linear forms to convey satire or
political commentary. Considering the hardships
and atrocities of the war, and the rampant
corruption and income disparities caused by
the 1971 to 1977 Oil Boom, Udechukwu’s art
resembles satirical political cartoons, terse in
their message and sparing in their linear, lyrical
forms. While some pieces critique overtly, his
audience must frequently work to understand
what is unrepresented in the image and what its
maker intended to convey.128 Udechukwu’s works
are contemporary with those of Saul Steinberg,
the American cartoonist best known for his
work for The New Yorker, and the Iranian artist
Ardeshir Mohassess. Employing a sparse, linear
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style, Steinberg’s 1948 Untitled and 1976 View of
the World from 9th Avenue engage the viewer in
an exercise that forces them to mentally complete
the missing details, much like Udechukwu’s works
encourage viewers to imagine a composition’s
missing parts. View of the World… also engages in
embedded satire. At first it is a schematized view
of a city, where the detail of a landscape lessens
as the viewer looks into the distance; however,
Steinberg’s work is actually a biting commentary
on New Yorkers, whose egomania makes them
believe there is little in the world beyond the
island of Manhattan. Like Udechukwu, Ardeshir
Mohassess was a university-trained artist whose
illustrations were often used in publications and
periodicals to address the abuses of government;
exiled from Iran in 1976, he lived in New York
until his death in 2008.129 Dealing with the
atrocities of war, religious strife, revolution and
poverty, his works are characterized by a dark
humor and layers of double-entendres and hidden
meanings. In 1978’s The king is always above
the people, Mohassess combines a title alluding
to the loyalty of Iranian subjects with an image
of the king limply hanging above a group of
everyday people pose for the artist or an unseen
photographer, unawares—or simply accepting—
their hanged sovereign’s fate. Like Udechukwu,
Mohassess draws from contemporary subject
matter and artistic styles while hearkening back
to the past via references to rulers’ corruption
during the Qajar dynasty, and the compositional
forms of traditional Persian art.130

By incorporating antiquarian elements of both
Nigerian and Chinese culture to create his politically
aware line drawings, Obiora Udechukwu created
a new kind of contemporary African art. By directly
and indirectly adopting modes of Song literati
artistic creation, he enriched his understanding of
Natural Synthesis, creating works of art that speak
in global and local symbolisms, allowing
for a multiplicity of meanings embedded within
the lines of a single work.
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